Abstract-This paper discussed the idea of the computer system capable of simulating understanding with respect to reading a text document. The research is concerned with the problem of generating sophisticated knowledge representation for the purpose of understanding the natural language. Due to that, a simplification form of logical-oriented model of knowledge representation called Pragmatic Skolem Clauses (PSC) is proposed to represent the semantic formalism for the computational linguistic. Each set of pragmatic skolem clauses containing at least one skolem constant, which shows the thematic role relationship between clauses. Semantically and pragmatically-accented approach will be discussed in this paper in the context of formal grammar and linguistic semantic.
I. INTRODUCTION
In this paper, the parsing algorithm used in implementing the simplification of logical form in knowledge representation will be discussed. The simplified form of logical model is a type of knowledge representation that is designed based on First Order Logic (FOL). The simplified form of logical-oriented model is known as Pragmatic Skolem Clauses (PSC) representation. To implement a parser, the grammar was written in a form called Definite-Clause Grammar (DCG). Each phrase structure (PS) rule is a clause for a predicate with two arguments, such as: S --> NP VP.
Knowledge representation is the symbolic representation aspects of some closed universe of discourse. The objective of knowledge representation is to make knowledge explicit. Knowledge can be shared less ambiguously in its explicit form and this becomes especially important when computer automation is applied to facilitate knowledge management. In knowledge management, to solve complex problems encountered through artificial intelligence, a large amount of knowledge and some mechanism for manipulating that knowledge to formulate solutions to new problems are needed. Knowledge representation is a multidisciplinary subject that applies theories and techniques from three other fields [1] -Logic, Ontology and Computation Knowledge Representation can be defined as the application of logic and ontology to the task of constructing computable models of some domain [1] - [3] . Logic and Ontology provide the formalization mechanisms required to make expressive models easily sharable and computer aware. This means that the full potential of knowledge accumulation can be exploited. However, computers only play the role of powerful processors with different levels of richness in information sources. Logic representation has been accepted as a good entity for representing the meaning of natural language sentences [4] , and allows more subtle semantic issues to be dealt with.
This paper divided into several sections. The following section will discuss on the related research on knowledge representation for natural language. Then the third section is concerned about computing the meaning representation of texts document to constitute of understanding. The text document translations build up the meaning representation and enforce syntactic and semantic agreements. The following section discusses the translation strategy into a simplified form of logical-linguistic to encode the syntactic and semantic aspect of each sentence in text document. Translators may be involved in a very wide range of activities outside the work of translation, ranging from involvement in the grammar and parsing technique, which plays a highly visible role in representing knowledge, to acting as computing or helping the further research such as query system, dialogue system or search engine purposes. Finally will be the conclusion of the work and the further research concerned.
II. RELATED RESEARCH
Natural languages are the ultimate knowledge representation languages that are used by everyone in communication. Aristotle began his study of knowledge representation with an analysis of the semantic categories and relationships expressed in natural language [1] . Natural language semantic is related to knowledge representation, which is a source of empirical data and also a source of rich formalisms and computable operations. Both stimulate and complement each other. Below are the traditional requirements for natural language representation [5] , [6] in [7] : 1) Meta-language must be capable of representing precisely, formally and unambiguously any information presented by an inquiry. 2) Meta-language should facilitate the canonic translation from the syntax representation language. 3) It should facilitate subsequent application of reasoning in the course of the process of semantic analysis. Knowledge representation is at the very core of a radical idea for understanding intelligence. Instead of trying to understand or build brains from the bottom up, its goal is to understand and build intelligent behavior from the top down, putting the focus on what an agent needs to know in order to behave intelligently, how this knowledge can be represented symbolically, and how automated reasoning procedures can make this knowledge available as needed [8] . A knowledge representation at the conceptual level can support inferences that are not possible at the level of character strings. The inference depends on the representation of linguistic expression for the question answering relation.
There is a research such as studied the problem of conjunctive query answering over acyclic description logic ontologies as knowledge representation has been done [9] . Two approaches of knowledge representation that actively in this domain of research are logical and ontology. However, this paper will be concentrated on logical-oriented model for represent the semantic knowledge representation and will be discussed further in the following sections.
III. NORMALIZATION PARSING STRATEGY
A practical parser should do more than just suggest whether or not a sentence is acceptable. It should also report the structure of the sentence. The parsing technique must be designed in a way that it communicates with the semantics precisely at the points at which the semantics begin to have the necessary information to provide helpful feedback [10] - [14] . For this purpose, we present the arguments for the assertion of incremental interpretation of natural language sentence by modeled bi-DCG parsing technique, based on DCG parser. This parser raises two steps and has been extended with the bi-clausifier functionality. The two steps represent a tree diagram that corresponds to Prolog structure and produces the representation itself. To illustrate our representing tree, consider the sentence as found in the passage entitled Storybook Person Found Alive!, with the sentence winnie the pooh was written in 1925, taken as an example. This same sentence can be equally derived as shown in derivation tree as indicated by Fig. 1 . The tree can be represented as the following phrase structure: s(np(pn(winnie),pn(det(the),pn(pooh))), vp(auxverb(was),vp(tv(written),pp(prep(in), n(pn(1925))))) To produce this representation, the parser will make each rule fill in the part of the structure which it is responsible for. For example, parsing begins with the rule s --> np, vp. This rule must therefore contribute the outermost s(..., ...) in the structure, where the portions represented by ... will be filled in by the np and vp rules, respectively. The np rule in turn will contribute np(..., ...) with arguments to be supplied by sub-rules within the above phrase structure.
Implementation of this process relies on the fact that the DCG notation allows extra arguments on predicates. If, for example, the following rule is written as:
. the translator will produce:
These extra arguments make a DCG more powerful than an ordinary phrase-structure grammar.
In the present case, the following arguments represent the tree. So the syntactic rules need to look like this:
. When the first rule is invoked, its argument is immediately instantiated as s(NP,VP), but the variables NP and VP are not yet instantiated. The np rule then instantiates NP to np(PNP) so that the whole structure is s(np(PNP), VP) but PNP and VP do not yet have values. The structure will be completely instantiated when parsing is complete. Moreover, if execution backtracks out of a rule, the instantiations established by that rule are undone. The key idea here is that unification and instantiation gives way to working with information that do not yet have a value. This technique gives Prolog much of its power.
To solve the problem, the used of two parsing processes that proceed sequentially from the same input allow scanning of the input sentence in the same direction. This characteristic allows the use a normalize skolem constant for every single variable name in PSC representation. The lexicons together with the lexicon-dictionary are provided. The parser will use the DCG grammar.
The output of the first parsing is a collection of nouns with the skolem constant that will be used for the second parsing to generate the PSC representation. Each skolem constant was associated with the types of variable names. In this case, there are two symbols f n represents the quantified variable names, while g n represents ground term variable names.
IV. TRANSLATION STRATEGY
Translation rules are relatively simple because each of them is supposed to match the whole list of words. The output of a translation rule is a list of atoms which, when converted back into character strings and concatenated, will give the appropriate simplified form of logical-linguistic. The first of these rules handle the "quit" command that the user will use to exit from the program. The procedure that applies the translation rule will simply find a rule that applies to the input, then execute a cut, or complain if no rule is applicable. write("I do not understand your sentence."), nl. To present the story passage into a simplified form of logical-linguistic, it is necessary to encode the syntactic and semantic aspect of each sentence. The parser recognizes two types of semantic entities: predicate and names, and its predicate arguments relation to give the relationship of these entities. It returns error message on receiving ill-formed input. An input is considered ill-formed if it contains one of the following conditions: 1) Unknown words -are words that are not predefined in lexicon, and these include misspelled words. 2) Non-covered lexicon-dictionary -the structure of the lexicons is not covered by the lexicon-dictionary implemented, even though it is grammatically correct. 3) Illegal grammatically syntactic structure -the structure of the input is grammatically wrong. To describe the meaning of natural language utterances, a precised way of describing the information that they contained is needed. It relies on the logical model and set theory, both of which are precisely defined knowledge bases.
Consider a simple formula such as lives(chris, england) (Chris lives in England). This formula shows a part of a logical language. A logical model consists of an Entity (E), which is the set of individual people and things that can be talked about, plus a Semantic function (S) which gives a relation onto entities. This model has two important advantages. First, it assigns meaning to all parts of every formula, rather than just assigning truth values to a complete sentence. Second, a logical model works with knowledge bases without making any claims about the real world as a whole. This is important because it corresponds closely to computer manipulation of a database.
A. Logical Translation
Logic form is derived from the syntactic parse of the text input and each lexicon in the text will recognize two types of semantic entities: nouns and verbs. The first thing to be noted is that names are logical constant ("Chris" = chris), but common nouns, and noun with adjective are predicates ("children" = (x) children (x)). An adjective, such as "small" is considered a property, not an entity. This has to do with the distinction between sense and reference. A name refers to only one individual, thus the translation is directed to a logical constant. But a common noun such as "children" can refer to many different individuals, so its translation is the property that these individuals share. The reference of "children" in any particular utterance is the value of x that makes children(x) true.
Second, note that different verbs require different numbers of arguments. The intransitive verb "barked" translates to a one-place predicate (x) (barked(x). A transitive verb translates to a two-place predicate (y) (x) (cuts(x,y).
These arguments are filled in, step by step, as you progress up from common noun to NP, from verb to VP, and then S. The following example of text is used to serve an illustration:  "At noon, two small children cut a ribbon."
The ribbon was made from paper." exists(x4,ribbon(x4) & paper(x5 ^ makes(x4,x5))
B. Skolem Constant Generation
Before PSC can be generated, it is required to generate a new unique constant symbol known as Skolem Constant. Each logic expression involves predicate, functions and quantifier, so that the generation of skolem constant implements an algorithm to convert a formula into clausal form that has modified its skolem function. The following is an algorithm needed to convert logical formula into a logically equivalent sentence that is in a clause form [15] . 1) Eliminate all connection (<=>) by replacing each instance of the form ((P <=> Q) by the equivalent expression ((P => Q) ^ (Q => P)). 2) Eliminate all connection (=>) by replacing each instance of the form (P => Q) by (~P  Q). 3) Reduce the scope of each negation symbol to a single predicate by applying equivalents such as converting: a) ~~P to P b) ~(P  Q) to ~P ^ ~Q c) ~(P ^ Q) to ~P  ~Q d) ~(x) P to (x) ~P e) ~(x) P to (x) ~P 1) Standardize variables -rename all variables so that each quantifier has its own unique variable name. For example, convert (x)P(x) to (y)P(y) if there is another place where variable x is already used. 2) Skolemizing -eliminate existential and universal quantification and ground term by introducing Skolem functions. For example: a) (x)P(x) to P(c) where c is a brand new constant symbol that is not used in any other sentence. c is called a Skolem constant. b) More generally, if the existential quantifier is within the scope of a universally quantified variable, then introduce a Skolem function that depends on the universally quantified variable. (x)(y)P(x, y) is converted to (x)P(x,f(x)). f is called Skolem function, and must be a brand new function name that does not occur in any other sentence in the entire knowledge bases. c) P(x) to P(c) where c is a brand new constant symbol that is not used in any other sentence. c is called a Skolem constant. 1) Remove universal quantification symbols by first moving them all to the left end and make the scope of each the entire sentence, and then just drop the "prefix". For example, convert (x)P(x) to P(x). 2) Distribute "and" over "or" to get a conjunction of disjunctions called conjunctive normal form. Convert: subst( X, Sk, P, P1 ), subst( X, Sk, Q, Q1 ). subst(X, Sk, P, P1) :-functor(P,F,N), gensym(Root, Atom) :-get_num(Root, Num), name(Root, Name1), integer_name(Num, Name2), append(Name1, Name2, Name), name(Atom, Name). get_num(Root, Num) :-retract(current_num(Root, Num1)), !, Num is Num1+1, asserta(current_num(Root, Num)). get_num(Root,1):-asserta(current_num (Root, 1) ). In the process of transformation, the normalization of the skolem constants are applied to all variable names. We identified two types of skolem constant to differentiate between quantified (f n ) and ground term (g n ) variable names. The following shows the use of f n and g n which stand for skolem constant in clausal form for each variable names.
cls(two, g9). cls(small, g9). cls(children, g9). cls([ribbon, f55). cls([paper, g10). cls(pretty, f3). cls(home, f3). cls(three, g4). cls(old, g4). cls(year, g4). cls(poem, f4). Each skolem constant that are generated will be stored in the list of normalization clauses skolem constant for the second parsing process.
C. Final Parsing
Based on the research problem, before the resolution theorem prover can be applied, a set of simplified formula is required to be converted into what is known as clausal form. This section explains the process of transforming the simplified logical formula into clausal form, called PSC. This transformation is a second parsing, whereas the step is the same as the first parsing which implemented an algorithm to convert a simplified logical formula into clausal form. However, since the skolem function has been modified, instead of generating a new skolem constant symbol, it will retrieve an atom that was already built up in the first parsing.
skolem(Pred(X:P), Pred(F)&P2, Vars ) :-!, getatom( Pred, F ), Sk =..[F|Vars], subst( X, Sk, P, P1 ), skolem_v2( P1, P2, Vars ). getatom(Noun, Atom) :-(cls(Noun, Const) -> (name(Const, ListTemp), name(Atom, ListTemp)) ; gensym_v2(g, Atom)). The following shows a set of PSC as knowledge base representation that can be applied in the context of natural language question answering system. For example, after the transformation process, we will have the following representation is created. two(g9) small(g9) children(g9) ribbon(f55) paper (g10) cuts(g9,f55) makes(f55,g10) pretty(f3) home(f3) calls(f3,r(cotchfield & farm)) lives(chris,f3) three(g4) old(g4) year(g4) isa(chris,g4) poem(f4) about(f4,him) writes(r(mr & robin),f4)
V. DISCUSSION
The PSC capability is unified a standard constant clause pragmatically for a text document. However, the process still relies on the fact that the DCG notation allows extra arguments on predicates. The implementations of two parsing processes that proceed sequentially from the same input allow scanning of the input sentence in the same direction. This characteristic allows the use a normalize skolem constant for every single variable name in PSC representation that able to give the pragmatic relationship for the whole of text document. This proposed logical form of knowledge representation may cause the question answering will be able to extract the relevant answers.
VI. CONCLUSION
Text documents are directly translated into logical representation form which can be used as a complete content indicator of a query system. The translation technique used has been described in this paper in the earlier sections. The text documents are processed to form their respective indexes through the translation and normalization process which are composed of simplification processes. This representation is used to define implication rules for any particular question answering system and for defining synonym and hypernym words.
For further research, the query is translated into its logical representation as documents are translated. The representation is then simplified and partially reduced. The resulting representation of the query is then ready to be proven with the document representation and their literal answers are retrieved. The proving will perform through uncertain implication process where predicates are matched and propagated, which finally gives a literal answer value between the query and the document. (PECAMP) where she is a life member. Currently, she has published more than 100 articles in journals and proceedings both local and international. 
